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Across
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1 Link due to be scrapped
has Facebook endorsement
withdrawn (7)
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by Alchemi
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5 Sort of shellfish 16 heard
escape? (7)
11

9 A Parisian In Bed - sad
TV show (9)

12
13

10 Say students should go
outside for a drink (5)

14

11 Apple devices returned
in a swindle (4)

15

17

12 Time for march as
Palestine's city of
government gets returned
almost completely to US
agency (4,6)
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14 Tate Modern's about to
put on a show (11)

26

16 Purchase floating
marker, no less (3)

27

28

29

17 African people one
half-preserves (3)
18 Describing a digestive
tract that will destroy
algae? Hope so! (11)
22 Pests nag, loudly taking
positions (10)
24 Told stories of being
guided around Italy (4)
26 Peaceful interlude in
Ballydineen recalled (5)
27 Floor people eating
Italian food which isn't
very good at Chinese
centre (9)
28 Some relaxed people
texting - that's funny? (7)
29 Positions Biblical
character exploits (7)

Down
1 International group
finished eliminating drug
without packaging (7)
2 Ill-defined leak about
European Union raising
target causing serious
complaint (9)

shows internal consistency
(5)

guidelines for knotted
pastry (7)

8 European Commission
remains slightly confused
at the end of Bliss (7)

21 Supermarket James the
outlaw stripped has no top
(7)

13 Those northern fish
would fill up a Geordie just not Cheryl Cole? (6,4)

23 Princely funnymen
Hudd and Murray (5)

3 Woman engaged on
visiting Bluegrass State (4)

15 The character of
Charterhouse (3)

4 Rent to fall over a tiny
bit of rain (7)

16 Bishop and vicar one
links with short durations
(9)

5 What's needed to make
red bread something for
the head (7)
6 Carve giant
representation of HispanoSuiza? (7,3)
7 Piece of wood chip

17 Excited by river going
through small mountain (7)
19 Ancient battle sausages
(7)
20 Sandwich shop the last
to receive essential

25 Specialised language
construction begins with
article on temperature (4)

